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SYNCHRONIZED WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION NETWORK METHOD
AND APPARATUS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Brie?y, to achieve the desired object of the present inven
tion, a star topology wireless communication network is

implemented by modulating communications message data

RELATED INVENTION

using M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM).
The present invention claims priority under 35 U.S.C.
§119(e) to: “Synchronized Wireless Communication Net
work Method and Apparatus,” Provisional US. Patent Appli
cation Ser. No. 61/742,346, ?led 8Aug. 2012, which is incor

These M-QAM message symbols are then spread using

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation. The
network timing and frequency of the central access point and

all nodes is synchronized using the Global Positioning Sys

porated by reference herein.

tem (GPS) or other network timing.
Message data is formatted into a ?xed length message

US. Pat. No. 8,098,773 “Communication Method and

Apparatus” is also incorporated herein by reference.

packet. A periodic time slot period is de?ned during which

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the ?eld of communica
tions. More speci?cally, the present invention relates to a star
topology wireless communications network in which a cen
tral hub and connected nodes are all synchronized using GPS
or other network timing.

20

this message packet wireless communication occurs. Mul
tiple access during each time slot is based on signal propaga
tion time between a node and access point, DSSS code, trans
mission frequency, and antenna beamwidth. This
combination of multiple access techniques allow a very large
number of nodes to communicate with a single access point
without collisions.

Using GPS for synchronization eliminates the network

timing, acquisition, collision, and retransmission problems of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention primarily addresses a wireless wide area

25

current systems. Different network nodes can provide differ
ent data rates using the same bandwidth by selecting higher or

star topology communication network in which a centrally

low-er order QAM modulations (M-QAM). Different node

located hub or access point services a large number of nodes
at ?xed locations. A typical example of such a communica
tion network is where a single or small number of access

sensitivities, multiple access users, and data rates can be

points communicate with a very large number of utility

selected by using different DSSS codes and code lengths.
30

meters or Smart Grid nodes distributed across a large metro

politan area.
Currently, a large variety of network structures have been
designed for the Smart Grid and other similar applications.
The most popular networks operate in one of the shared

These features allow different nodes to support different com
munication requirements on the same network.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
become obvious as the preferred embodiments are described
and discussed below.
35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Industrial, Scienti?c and Medical (ISM) radio frequency
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a star topology wireless
network.

bands and use either a mesh or star topology. Essentially all
current networks are based on a single or combination of the

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA), or Frequency Division Multiple

FIG. 2 shows an access point antenna beam pattern, range
40

Access (FDMA) techniques.

FIGS. 3A and 3B show a DSSS demodulator and its cor

One of the biggest challenges of all these networks is how

relation output as a function of code chip offsets.

to handle data collisions caused when more than one node

attempts to communicate with the central access point at the
same TDMA time, on the same FDMA frequency, or using
the same CDMA code. Numerous protocols have been devel
oped over the years on how the nodes and access point should

45

FIG. 4 shows access point DSSS signal propagation with
respect to nodes in the ?rst 3 range rings at various propaga
tion times.
FIG. 5 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of a node

con?gured in accordance with the teaching of the present

respond when collisions occur. Other challenges include how

nodes initially acquire and maintain system timing when
joining the network.
In solving these problems, the resulting implemented net
work structure is typically quite rigid in its capabilities. All

rings, and a plurality of nodes.

invention.
FIG. 6 shows a block diagram of the network timing con
50

troller using GPS.
FIG. 7 shows access point correlator outputs for messages
from nodes in various range rings.

nodes tend to be limited to approximately the same data rate

FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of an

and range performance and that performance may decrease as

access point con?gured in accordance with the teaching of the
present invention.
FIGS. 9A and 9B show versions of 16-QAM and 64-QAM

additional users are added. This is a major handicap in that

55

once the network is designed and installed, it is not possible to

easily upgrade or change its performance.

phase point constellations respectively of M-QAM modula

Accordingly, it is the object of the present invention to
disclose methods and apparatus which provide a new and
improved wireless network structure that solves these and
other problems and allows the data rate of each node to be
programmable. This feature allows each node to be matched
to the communication needs required at its location and
allows a single network to service many different communi
cation requirements of a utility or other user. Currently, mul

tiple different systems are typically required to service these

varying requirements.

tion.
FIG. 10 shows message format prior to M-QAM FEC
60

encoding, after encoding (transmitted message packet), prior
to decoding, and after decoding.
FIG. 11 shows a node message ?owchart for an example

node operation embodiment.
FIGS. 12A and 12B show access point correlator outputs
65

for node Request-to-Send (RTS) messages.
FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of the network timing
controller using an access point DSSS timing sequence.

US 8,717,963 B2
4

3

code sequence. The actual circuit can be implemented for

FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of the

One-Time-Pad (OTP) encryption technique con?gured in

either non-coherent or coherent demodulations as is well

accordance with the teaching of the present invention.
FIG. 15 shows a graph and table predicting communication
performance of the present invention for various spreading

known by those skilled in the art. Received DSSS sequence
105 is cross correlated with stored local DSSS sequence 125

using correlator 110. Correlator 110 output 112 is accumu
lated over the length of stored local DSSS sequence 125 using

code lengths.

integrator 115 to produce correlation output 120.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 3b illustrates correlation output 120 for different

DSSS offset positions for maximal length sequences (m-se
quences). For node N6,l centered in range ring R6 as illus

The primary goal of the present invention is to provide a

trated in FIG. 2, assume its local DSSS sequence 125 is
identical to received DSSS sequence 105. Also assume local

new and improved wireless network structure that supports a
very large number of ?xed nodes distributed over a large

DSSS sequence ending chip 126 is aligned in propagation

geographical area such as a large city. The sensitivity and data

time and distance with the center of range ring R6 as illus

rate of each node is programmable so that different nodes can

trated in FIG. 3b, received DSSS sequence ending chip 106 is
aligned one chip prior to local DSSS sequence ending chip
126, and propagation of received ending chip 106 is from left
to right. For this alignment, correlation output 120 value point

be individually con?gured over the air to accommodate

changes in the node’s communication requirements.
A wireless network block diagram of the present invention
is illustrated in FIG. 1. Each node 25 communicates over
wireless link 30 in a star topology to access point 35. Data

20

source 15 provides data input/ output 20 for node 25 that will
be sent/received by nodes 25 over wireless link 30 to access

point 35. Central processor 40 receives and generates all node
25 data, controls node 25 and access point 35 con?gurations,
and communicates with access point 35 over communication
link 37. Central processor 40 can either be co-located with
access point 35 or located at some other location. If located

25

output 120 value point 122 is equal to 1023 fora 1024-bit long

chip 106 propagates past local DSSS sequence ending chip

Data source 15 can represent a hard wired connection or a 30

variety of short range wireless connections such as Bluetooth,

126, correlation output 120 decreases and again becomes —1
(value point 123) when the offset between the two DSSS
sequences equals 1 or more chips.
Also illustrated in FIG. 3b is the correlation output for node

Wi-Fi, or ZigBee. For example, data source 15 might repre
sent a nearby smart meter that uses ZigBee to communicate
over ZigBee wireless link 20 to node 25. Bluetooth or Wi-Fi

N7,l centered in range ring R7 assuming its local DSSS
35

communicate with node 25. A compatible Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,

sequence ending chip is aligned in propagation time and
distance with the center of range ring R7 (1 chip later in

propagation time and distance than ending chip 126). Node

or ZigBee module will be mounted either internally or exter
nally in node 25 as required to communicate with these wire

N7,l correlation output is —1 during the time node N6,l is
correlated and will correlate in the same manner as did node

less data sources.

FIG. 2 illustrates access point antenna 45 and a plurality of

As the offset between ending chips 126 and 106 becomes
less than 1 chip, correlation output 120 starts to increase. Peak
correlation occurs upon perfect alignment and correlation
PN code m-sequence. As received DSSS sequence ending

remotely, communication link 37 could be a microwave, ?ber,
coaxial, or any other high speed communication link.

communications might be used by other data sources 15 to

121 is equal to 1. That is, since the two m-sequences do not
line up, their cross correlation is —l as is well known by those
skilled in the art.

40

N6,l as received DSSS sequence 106 propagates past node

nodes 25 scattered over a wide geographical area. Access

N7,l as illustrated by the dashed line. Again, peak correlation

point antenna 45 is typically mounted at an elevated location

occurs at value point 124 when received DSSS sequence 105
lines up with local DSSS sequence 125.

such as on a hilltop, tall building, tall tower, etc so as to be in

line-of-sight communication with many of the ?xed nodes.
Antenna 45 has beam pattern 50 which is divided into equally
distant range rings 55. The separation between range rings 55
in both propagation time and propagation distance is l DSSS
chip. For example, if a l MHZ DSSS chip rate is used, the

Input message data is formatted into ?xed length transmit
45

sage packet format.

range ring separation is l microsecond in propagation time
and 300 meters in propagation distance.
Range rings are numbered Ri where the range ring closest
to access point antenna 45 is R1, the second range ring is R2,
and Rn is the furthest range ring in the network service area.
Nodes are numbered Ni,j where i represents the range ring
number in which the node is located and j represents the node
number in that range ring. The ?rst node installed in the forth
range ring would be numbered N4,l. If the forth range ring
held 5 nodes, the last node would be N4,5 as illustrated in
FIG. 2.
DSSS modulation is well known. With standard DSSS

50

A key element of the present invention is to use node
location and propagation time to prevent message collisions
between nodes during a time slot. All nodes will be timed by
GPS to start their time slot and cross correlation. However,

only nodes whose PN code sequence aligns with an identical
propagating PN code sequence at that time will be correlated
and decoded. In the example above, messages destined for
55

60

modulation, each M-QAM data symbol is spread by multi
plying it with a Pseudo Random Noise (PN) code sequence.

For example, each data symbol might be multiplied by a
1024-bit length PN code sequence operating at a l MHZ bit
rate in which each PN code bit (chip) is l microsecond wide.
FIG. 3a illustrates a functional block diagram for the
demodulation of a data symbol that was spread using a PN

ted message packets which are simply referred to herein as
messages except when describing the actual transmitted mes

65

node N6,l will be transmitted by access point 35 by initial
iZing the PN code sequence to start one code chip earlier than
will messages destined for node N7, 1. The PN code sequence
for messages destined for node N7,l will be initialized 1 code
chip later than will messages destined for node N6,l as illus
trated in FIG. 4.
In FIG. 4, assume the DSSS code sequence lengthis 5 chips
and the service area contains 3 range rings. R0 represents
access point 35 antenna position and R1 through R3 repre
sents range rings Ri. TXI represents the transmitted DSSS
sequence chip numbers for messages destined for a node N1 ,j
in range ring R1. TXl sequence is initialized to DSSS chip 2
so the transmitted sequence is 2, 3, 4, 5, l to spread the ?rst

US 8,717,963 B2
5

6

data symbol. This PN code spreading sequence is then
repeated for each subsequent data symbol destined for a node
N1,j in range ring R1.

gain and also reduces interference from other wireless sys
tems. Since access point 35 is situated at an elevated position,
most ?xed nodes can take advantage of directional line-of
sight communication with this star topology central access

TX2 represents the transmitted DSSS sequence chip num
bers destined for a node N2,j in range ring R2. TX2 sequence
is initialized (one chip later than was TX1) to DSSS chip 3 so

point.
A key element of the present invention is network synchro

the transmitted sequence is 3, 4, 5, 1, 2 which is again
repeated for each subsequent data symbol destined for a node

nization using GPS or other means. A functional block dia

gram of network timing controller 235 and its outputs is
illustrated in FIG. 6 when GPS synchronization is used. Net
work timing controller 235 is composed of GPS antenna 305,
GPS module 310, and controller circuit 315. GPS antenna
305 receives GPS satellite signals for GPS module 310 which
provides time, location, and a one Pulse Per Second (PPS)
timing signal that can be used to de?ne the periodic time slot

N2,j in range ring R2. Likewise for TX3 destined for a node
N3,j in range ring R3. TX1, TX2, and TX3 are all transmitted
in parallel starting at the same time. FIG. 4 represents these
transmitted sequences as wireless signals in space as they
propagate from left to right in FIG. 4.
At the same time T0 that access point 35 begins transmis
sion of the DSSS sequences, nodes 25 for which the trans

period.
Modern GPS circuits are small, high precision, low cost,
low current devices with fast acquisition times. PPS timing

mission are destined also start their correlations. The local

DSSS sequence 125 is identical for all nodes 25 and the chip
sequence is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as illustrated above range rings R1,
R2, and R3 in FIG. 4.

Propagation times T1, T2, and T3 are 1, 2, and 3 chip times
respectively after T0 and RX1, RX2, and RX3 represents the
propagating access point 35 transmitted signals TX1, TX2,
and TX3 respectively. At T1 these propagating signals reach
the center of range ring R1 where they represent received
DSSS sequences 105. Note that atT1, chip 2 of RX1 (received
DSSS sequence 105) is aligned with chip 2 of local DSSS

20

error is on the order of 50 nanoseconds and short term fre
quency stabilities on the order of 1‘10 per 1 second can be
achieved. Since GPS module 310 is locked to the GPS satel

lite system, which in turn is locked to atomic clocks, there is
no long term timing drift. GPS module 310 provides proces
sor 255 with UTC or GPS time and lat/ long position coordi
nates and provides controller circuit 315 with the PPS timing
25

signal.
Controller circuit 315 creates a precision frequency refer

sequence 125. Likewise chip sequences 3 and 4 are both

ence for transceiver 225 to ensure that the receive and trans

aligned at propagation times T2 and T3 respectively for RX1

mit frequency of node 25 is precisely tuned to the correspond
ing frequency of access point 35. Since access point 35 and
node 25 are stationary, no compensation for Doppler fre
quency shift is required. Controller circuit 315 also provides
precise modulator and demodulator clock signals to DSSS
modulator 215 and DSSS demodulator 245 respectively.

and range ring R1. Therefore, RX1 correlates with a node
N1,j in range ring R1 and thus access point 35 messages
designated for range ring R1 are received. Also note that
propagating signals RX2 and RX3 are not correlated with a
node N1 ,j in range ring R1 and are thus not received. In fact,
the correlation of a node N1,j in range ring R1 with RX2
equals —1 as does the correlation with RX3 over the length of
the sequence. The reason for transmitting TXl, TX2, and
TX3 simultaneously is to obtain this minimum m-sequence

30

These clock signals are adjusted so that node 25 appears to be
35

correlation value of —1. Correlations over partial m-se
quences are not necessarily equal to —1. RX2 correlates in

range ring R2 and RX3 correlates in range ring R3 and thus

by a constant value equal to the sum of a constant delay,

circuit delay, and range ring center delay. The constant delay
40

respectively.
Node 25 block diagram 200 is illustrated in FIG. 5. Data
45

wireless connections such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, or

Data received by data interface 205 can be encrypted if
desired using encryption encoder 207 and then Forward Error
50

encoder 210. Encoded symbols are then spread with a PN

code sequence in DSSS modulator 215, converted in Digital
to Analog Converter (DAC) 220 and sent to Radio Frequency
(RF) transceiver 225 to be transmitted by node antenna 230 to
access point 35.

DSSS demodulator 245 will be delayed after a PPS timing
pulse so that node Ni,j appears to be at range ring Ri center
irrespective of its actual location in the range ring. When
adjusted, all node 25 transmissions and receptions will appear
to have originated or received exactly at the center of a range

ring 55.
Since node 25 and access point 35 are stationary and their
55

Wireless signals from access point 35 arriving at node
antenna 230 are received by RF transceiver 225, digitized in

GPS locations precisely known, the propagation time
between access point 35 and node 25 is known which can be
used to precisely time or adjust the modulator and demodu
lator clock delays in controller circuit 315. Access point 35

Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 240, despread in DSSS
demodulator 245, FEC decoded in M-QAM convolutional

decoder 250, decrypted if required in encryption decoder 208,

positive or negative depending on if node Ni,j is further or
closer to access point 35 than range ring Ri center.
In a like manner, controller circuit 315 clock signal to

others as needed to interface with data source 15.

Correaction (FEC) encoded using M-QAM convolutional

ensures that the sum of all delays are positive. Circuit delay

accounts for propagation delay through DSSS modulator 215
and transceiver 225. Range ring delay is equal to the propa
gation delay between the center of range ring Ri and node Ni,j
location with respect to this center. Range ring delay can be

RX2 and RX3 messages are received in range rings R2 and R3

interface 205 sends/receives data to/from data source 15 in
FIG. 1. Data interface 205 can implement hard wired or

located exactly at the center of its range ring.
When controller circuit 315 receives a PPS timing pulse, it
delays the output of the clock signal to DSSS modulator 215

will then initiate transmission to all nodes 25 at a GPS PPS
60

and sent to data interface 205 where the data is transferred to

time slot, using a DSSS chip sequence initialization related to
the node 25 range ring number Ri for which the transmission

data source 15. Network timing controller 235 provides time

is designated as was illustrated in FIG. 4. Each node 25 will

and frequency synchronization, processor 255 controls the
overall operation of node 25, and power supply 260 supplies

then be in perfect timing alignment to decode the DSSS

node 25 power.

Node antenna 230 is ideally directional and pointing
towards access point 35. A directional antenna has increased

65

message transmitted to it by access point 35.
Access point 35 messages received from node 25 transmis
sions are illustrated in FIG. 7. As was the case in FIG. 3b,

access point 35 DSSS demodulation is performed at propa

US 8,717,963 B2
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gation times corresponding to range ring 55 centers. The
dashed lines in FIG. 7 illustrate the correlation output
obtained if the node 25 PN code sequence is not exactly equal
to the propagation time of range ring 55 centers. However,

transceivers 225 which are tuned to different frequencies and

perhaps implement different bandwidths. Each transceiver
225 output is analog to digital converted using ADC 240 and,
if multiple different PN codes are used simultaneous, sent to
multiple DSSS demodulators 245, one for each different PN
code sequence. The output of each DSSS demodulator 245 is
sent to M-QAM convolutional decoder 250 where messages

node 25 GPS timing controller 235 ensures that all node 25
transmissions arrive at access point 35 as though each node 25
was precisely at range ring 55 center.
After a PPS timing pulse, any transmissions from nodes
N1 ,j in range ring R1 are decoded at propagation time T1 405

are decoded and sent to central processor 40. Encryption

decoder (208 in FIG. 5) if required is implemented in central

in FIG. 7. Any transmissions from nodes N2,j in range ring R2

processor 40.

Messages originating in central processor 40 are encrypted

are decoded at propagation time T2 410. Likewise for nodes

N3,j in range ring R3 at propagation time 415. Thus, even

if required using encryption encoder (207 in FIG. 5) imple

though all nodes in the coverage area transmit at the same
time, their received transmissions at the access point are

mented in central processor 40, FEC convolutional encoded

staggered in time by 1 chip period per range ring due to signal
propagation delay. That is, access point 35 received message

modulators 215 (one for each different PN code sequence
used). The output of all DSSS modulators 215 are summed in
summer 221, digital to analog converted in DAC 220, and sent

in M-QAM encoder 210, and PN spread in multiple DSSS

PN code sequence begins at the time slot plus a 1 chip delay
for each range ring node 25 is distant from access point 35.
In FIG. 4, the access point transmitted PN code sequence
was initialized 1 chip later for each range ring the node was
distant from the access point so that the leading edge of the
propagating transmitted access point message PN sequence
was aligned with the node stored local PN sequence when the
access point message arrived at the node.
For node to access point messages, the access point PN
stored local code sequence is initialized 1 chip earlier for each
range ring the transmitting node is distant from the access

to transceiver 225.

Access point 35 block diagram 500 is completely general
20

support multiple transmit/receive frequencies, and perhaps
use different bandwidths. For example, four non-overlapping
90 degree beamwidth antennas may be used to obtain com

plete 360 degree service area coverage. Multiple narrow
25

bands. Spot beam parabolic antennas may also be used in
some cases to service special metropolitan areas that have a
30

high density of nodes or require high data rates, especially if
these areas are very distant from access point 35.

A powerful FPGA or processor could potentially imple
ment a large number of DSSS modulators 215, DSSS

demodulators 245, M-QAM encoders 210, and M-QAM
35

gating R1 node leading edge chip 1 aligns with access point
stored local chip 1 when it arrives at time T1 after one range

ring propagation delay.

decoders 250 blocks. These blocks could be switched as
needed among any transceivers 225 to better utilize digital
resources. That is, these digital blocks need not be hard wired
or permanently allocated to any particular transceiver so as

In these examples, the node modulation and demodulation
PN sequence was initialized to chip 1 and the access point
modulation and demodulation PN sequence was adjusted to

beamwidth antennas provide higher gain than a single omni
directional antenna and also reduce interference from other
sources in shared usage frequency bands such as the ISM

point so the leading edge of the propagating transmitted node
message PN sequence is aligned with the access point stored
local PN sequence when the node message arrives at the
access point.
In FIG. 4, the access point transmit message PN code
sequence for a node in range ring R1 was 2, 3, 4, 5, 1. The
access point R1 demodulator stored local PN code sequence
for a R1 node received message is 5, 1, 2, 3, 2 so the propa

in that access point 35 may implement multiple antennas 45,
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account for the access point to node signal propagation delay.
However, this adjustment could also be made at the node
instead of at the access point for either modulation, demodu

the network con?guration changes over time and nodes are
added or removed, digital resources can be dynamically real
located.

M-QAM refers to M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modula
tion where m equal 2 is Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), m

range ring Ri transmits the same PN code sequence at the

equal 4 is Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), m equal 16
is 16-QAM, and m equal 64 is 64-QAM. Although any of
these modulations could be used for M-QAM convolutional
encoder 210 and M-QAM convolutional decoder 250, the

same GPS PPS time on the same frequency, there can be no

most attractive choices are 16-QAM and 64-QAM since GPS

collisions between node 25 transmissions. Likewise, as long

synchronization easily allows coherent demodulation to be

lation, or both.
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As long as no more than one node Ni,j located in the same

as access point 35 does not transmit the same PN code 50 implemented. The pseudo-orthogonal QPSK signal encoders
and decoders described in “Communication Method and
sequence with the same initialization to more than one node

Ni,j in the same range ring Ri at the same GPS PPS time slot
on the same frequency, there will be no node 25 reception
collisions.

A general functional block diagram 500 of access point 35

Apparatus”, US. Pat. No. 8,098,773 are most attractive due to

their superior error correcting abilities. US. Pat. No. 8,098,

773 is incorporated herein by reference.
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is illustrated in FIG. 8 where the optional simultaneous use of
multiple antennas, frequencies, and PN code sequences are

As described in US. Pat. No. 8,098,773, two bits ofmes
sage data are rate 1/2 Viterbi encoded into 16-QAM symbols
using the constellation illustrated in FIG. 9a. Symbols are

illustrated. Many of the blocks are labeled the same as node

decoded using an e?icient sequential decoding algorithm in

block diagram 200 in FIG. 5 since they perform the same

which all paths through the decoding trellis are retained until
it is certain that a particular path cannot be the correct path.
This rate 1/2 16-QAM encoder/decoder provides 2 bits per
symbol which gives 4 times the throughput of rate 1/2 BPSK,
does not require additional bandwidth, requires less Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) to achieve a given Bit Error Rate (BER),
and has far superior error correction ability. The rate 1/2 Vit
erbi 64-QAM encoder/decoder described in US. Pat. No.
8,098,773 provides 3 bits per symbol which gives 6 times the

function in access point 35 as in node 25. However, access
point 35 functional blocks need not necessarily use the same
implementation as used in node 25. In access point 35, many
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digital functional blocks may simply refer to processing func
tions that are either parallel or serially processed using a

single powerful high speed processing unit.
If multiple simultaneous frequencies are used, antenna 45
is connected through RF combiner/splitter 46 to multiple
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